
  

 Thursday 10th September 2020 

PARLIAMENTARY HEARINGS - SUMMARY 

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Economics  
Inquiry into Major Banks and Other Financial Institutions 

SUPERANNUATION HEARINGS 

Today’s superannuation hearings saw ISPT, Industry Super Holdings, Mine Super, Hostplus, 

AMP, and Cbus appear before the Standing Committee. Conducted online due to COVID 

and at times interrupted by technical issues, the hearings explored a broad range of issues 

relating to superannuation covering ownership structures and their relationship to 

collectively owned vehicles, an implied lack of transparency in the funding of these 

vehicles; the impact of the early release scheme on fund liquidity; the impact of the 

pandemic on asset valuations; and the value of life insurance. There were also questions 

on investment returns, sponsorships and donations, fund staff remuneration, and fees 

paid to fund managers.  

AMP was grilled by both Labor and Liberal Committee members on the appropriateness of 

company’s handling of sexual harassment claims against former AMP Capital CEO 

Boe  Pahari. It was also asked about its attitude to whistle-blowing; fees-for-no service, 

and treatment of remediated former members it has not located. 

The day’s hearings were peppered with a number of fiery exchanges between Chair Tim 

Wilson and Deputy Chair Andrew Leigh. Labelling the hearings as “unbalanced”, Dr Leigh 

accused an “ideologically-driven” Liberal Party of conducting a “witch hunt” against the 

industry fund sector and attempting to derail the superannuation increase to the 

detriment of workers and future governments. Dr Leigh noted the dearth of retail funds 

(with the exception of AMP) called to appear before today’s Committee “was not a 

reflection of the findings of the Hayne Royal Commission which the committee was 

charged with following up on the findings of.”   To date, the only retail funds to appear 

before the committee are IOOF, Nulis and AMP.  In contrast, AustralianSuper, Cbus, 

Hostplus, MineSuper, Rest, QSuper, ISA, IFM and ISH have all appeared.  

 Tim Wilson responded by insisting questions had been sent to retail funds as well. He 

accused Dr Leigh of misleading the Committee with regards to his concern about sectoral 

bias and that his “hysterical rants” were unfounded. 



It was confirmed by Chair Tim Wilson that more hearings on superannuation will 

scheduled to take place, at least one before the end of the year.  Industry funds, retail 

funds and industry associations will be called to appear. 

 

Superannuation funds in order of their 
appearance: 
 
Industry Super Property Trust (ISPT)   
Daryl Browning, CEO  
Simon Grant, General Council  
 

Industry Super Holdings (ISH) 
Joshua Lim, Company Secretary 
Lawrence Wong, Assistant Company Secretary 
 
Mine Super  
Harry Mitchell, CEO  
Seamus Collins, CIO 

 
Hostplus  
David Elia, CEO  
Greg Clark, Deputy CIO 
Paul Watson, Group exec, Member experience  
Norlena Brouwer, Group exec, Risk and 
compliance  
 
AMP  
Francesco De Ferrari, CEO  
Lara Bourguignon, Director 
Marketing/Customer Experience  
 
Cbus  
Justin Arter, CEO 
Kristen Fok, CIO 

Committee members in attendance: 
 
Tim Wilson, Chair - Liberal Party  
Dr Andrew Leigh, Deputy Chair - Labor Party 
Jason Falinski, Liberal Party  
Celia Hammond, Liberal Party  
Dr Daniel Mulino, Labor Party 
Dr Anne Aly, Labor Party 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Please note: This is not an exact transcript of the hearings but is designed to capture main 

themes.  



ISPT  

In his opening statement, CEO Daryl Browning noted ISPT has delivered an average of 9.4% per 
annum after fees since inception and now has $19 billion under management. It has 19 
shareholders, a representative board and does not pay dividends.   
  
Responding to questions from Tim Wilson as to the types of property in ISPT’s portfolio, and how 
these are acquired, Mr Browning said the company both buys and develops property and then 
owns and manages 125 property assets in the retail, commercial, industrial, and education 
categories, adding that ISPT is also moving into health and housing.   
  
Mr Browning said ISPT pays distributions from the trust in proportion with the proportion of 
ownership. This topic was revisited later under questioning from Liberal Party MP Celia Hammond, 
with Mr Browning confirming that the trustee simply recovers costs and passes on profit as a 
proportional distribution from the trust.  
  
Questioned on ISPT’s valuation policy, the Committee heard that ISPT’s quarterly valuation 
processes are undertaken by a panel of rotating independent valuers managed by ISPT’s Valuation 
Unit. No internal valuations are completed. Ernst and Young’s valuation team during their yearly 
audit selects circa 30 valuations for review confirming under questioning that E&Y auditors are not 
involved in valuations. Tim Wilson asked ISPT to take on notice providing a list of valuers over ten 
years.  
  
Questioned on ISPT’s approach for tenancies impacted by COVID, Mr Browning said they were 
actively working with tenants to maintain their tenancies, given this was ultimately in the interests 
of ISPT. He confirmed that greater assistance was being provided in Victoria given the impact of 
the lockdowns.  The process was being conducted in accord with the Federal Government Code of 
Conduct and individual state legislation. 
  
Mr Browning noted relief varies from business to business from 10%-100%, – with a range over 
types of assets and 1400 applications for relief being managed, with over 700 of them have been 
actioned.  These requests are received month by month. He noted that valuations were last 
conducted to 30 June, and that they were currently undertaking September quarter valuations, 
which were showing reductions due to the pandemic, with retail particularly impacted, while other 
assets such as logistics and warehousing were less effected.  The challenge in valuation is the lack 
of transactional evidence for valuers to make assessments, however they are factoring in issues 
such as potential defaults, leasing time and incentives. Tim Wilson asked that ISPT provide the 
average reduction in valuations of assets in different classes on notice.  
  
Andrew Leigh then asked whether only those tenants eligible for Jobkeeper were provided with 
rental relief and how that relief will phase down moving forward. Mr Browning confirmed that 
they use a range of broader criteria including profit and loss and BAS statements to determine 
eligibility, that they won’t evict anyone under COVID conditions ( in addition, all evictions require 
CEO approval), and that their objective is to work with tenants and that they expect to do this well 
into 2021.   
  
Questioned on the impact of the pandemic on assets, and in particular on open plan offices, Mr 
Browning explained that ISPT expects values to fall, and that there are challenges in valuing in the 
current environment due to lack of transaction activity leading to the need to rely on other 
indicators such as rental levels and time taken to rent, noting that more frequent valuations would 



introduce volatility. He also noted there would likely be some physical modifications for physical 
distancing, the circulation in lobbies and on floor tenancies. Some modelling had been done on 
this, and that the key would be occupancy levels, not density as many workforces will remain 
partly remote.  
  
Celia Hammond then questioned ISPT on its corporate structure, its latest return to investors, and 
whether ASIC took a heavy handed or light touch approach to regulating ISPT.  Simon Grant 
responded that it was managed on an exception basis, explaining that ISPT is ASIC-regulated with 
an AFSL license. Under questioning he noted that a breach was reported five or six years ago which 
was a small unit price error and to his knowledge it was the only breach they’ve had. He was asked 
to take on notice how many times ISPT have reported breaches. Celia Hammond asked for 
confirmation that 50% of super fund members would have money invested through ISPT, which 
Mr Browning confirmed, noting each would have a very small exposure and that they were proud 
of the good returns they had achieved for them.  
 
In response to questions from Daniel Mulino about investing at scale, Mr Browning noted that 
every investor pays the same relative cost with risks managed by experts, giving them access to 
strong long-term investments. He went on to explain the illiquidity premium, noting the 
differences in volatility between the property asset class and markets and the lower gearing and 
stable nature of their approach.  
  
The Committee heard that ISPT’s valuation process was best practice, containing an extra layer of 
governance and being based on market principles.  ISPT took a question on notice (from Jason 
Falinski) about what percentage of ISPT tenants are government departments.  
  
Questioned around sponsorships and donations, Simon Grant responding that two tickets had 
been purchased tickets for a director to attend ACTU Superannuation trustee forums with values 
of $409.09 and $270 respectively.  
  
Questioned on liquidity and how ISPT align its liabilities with its liquidity, Mr Browning responded 
that each fund has a self-contained balance sheet with its own guidelines re equity and debt 
facilities governed by a trust deed covering distribution and investment policy.  
 
The Committee heard that ISPT has the ability to freeze redemptions under certain conditions. 
Investors apply to the trustee for redemption and a consideration being is granting a redemption 
in the interests of all investors.  

Industry Super Holdings  

ISH was represented by IFM employees and ISH Company Secretary Joshua Lim and Assistant 
Company Secretary Lawrence Wong. Joshua Lim opened by outlining the corporate structure of 
ISH, noting ISH is a non-operating holding company with no employees, set up to achieve scale and 
efficiencies, with IFS, IFM, ISA and the New Daily as subsidiaries, and that ISH is valued at $1.07 
billion.  
 
Chair Tim Wilson opened the questioning asking about the board and chairs of IFM with Joshua 
Lim confirming that Greg Combet is the Chair of IFM, ISA and ISH, while each has their own board. 
He went on to confirm under questioning that ISH has 27 shareholders, holds some cash, and that 
it generates some interest income to fund activities as well as dividends from IFM from time to 



time. Asked about how each subsidiary is funded, he responded that as a private company funding 
is confidential. The Chair was critical of this response, desiring further disclosure. 
 
Tim Wilson then asked about political donations to which Joshua Lim responded that ISH has had a 
membership with the Labor business forum in 2016, 2017 and 2018 that the board decided not to 
renew in 2019. Further questioning on this issue was undertaken by Queensland LNP MP Julian 
Simmonds who asked whether ISH had undertaken any lobbying efforts with other political 
parties. The answer under questioning was that they weren’t aware of any. 
 
Deputy Chair Andrew Leigh then took over questioning, asking how many times ISH was 
mentioned in the Hayne Royal Commission report, to which Joshua Lim replied that there were no 
recommendations relating to ISH. Andrew Leigh then listed a number of retail entities who had 
findings against them who had not been called.  
 
Andrew Leigh then asked a number of questions about how industry super fund investment was 
contributing to the Covid economic recovery by generating jobs, and the impact of the SG increase 
to 12% and the early release scheme on maximising investment, leading to an exchange in which 
Joshua Lim confirmed that the SG increase and stable policy settings would maximise job creation, 
and responded to questions around the extent to which superannuation was reducing reliance on 
the age pension.  Andrew Leigh asked about how super fund investment led to capital deepening, 
with Joshua Lim giving examples of deep capital investments and noting the value of illiquidity and 
long-term investments, with Lawrence Wong providing detail on this.  
 
Liberal MP Jason Falinski then took over the questioning, asking what Joshua Lim’s salary was, to 
which he responded that had already been disclosed and gave the amount. Jason Falinski then 
asked if he was a member of any political party, to which he responded “no” and asked if he had 
donated to a political party, which Joshua Lim queried if this question was intended in his personal 
capacity. Andrew Leigh objected to this line of questioning, calling it McCarthyist and stated that 
questions should be confined to professional role of Mr Lim.  The Chair noted that a person can 
refuse to answer. Jason Falinski agreed on the point of order but referred to the behaviour of the 
Labor senators at the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations. 
 
Jason Falinski then asked about ISH donations to associated entities as defined by the electoral Act 
and the previous response was confirmed, with Falinski moving on question whether ISH had 
research on the reliance of Australia on foreign capital, citing a report that Australia’s reliance on 
foreign capital has not decreased since the introduction of compulsory super, and asking a similar 
question around reliance on the age pension not reducing. ISH representatives were not aware of 
the research.  
 
Jason Falinski then moved on to a series of questions about whether ISH were covered by the SIS 
Act and Sole Purpose test, prompting an exchange including an explanation that as private 
companies they are not covered and that directors must act in the best interests of shareholders 
and the company. Jason Falinski made comments to the effect that because they are not covered 
by Sole Purpose Test its ok to invest in loss making enterprises using superannuation savings and 
listed activities of ISH subsidiaries that he characterised as political and believed would not be 
justified under the test. 
 
ISH representatives responded that these matters were examined by the Hayne Royal Commission 
and there were no recommendations, to which Jason Falinski responded asking if the Hayne RC 
recommended that ISH continue to sit outside the SIS Act. It was confirmed that that 



recommendation wasn’t made. Jason Falinski concluded his questioning by asking if there was 
concern that activity was directed only to one side of politics, and Joshua Lim gave a similar 
answer to previous regarding the Labor Business Forum. 
 
Labor MP Anne Aly then briefly confirmed there were no adverse findings against ISH or its 
companies in the Royal Commission. 
 
LNP MP Julian Simmonds then asked questions about the activity of ISH, and the value they 
provide, to which Lawrence Wong responded giving the efficiencies and role of a holding 
company.  
 
Julian Simmonds then undertook a line of questioning on lobbying in relation to the ALP before 
moving on to questions about the New Daily, including the capital investment and expected 
financial return. Joshua Lim responded citing the increase in subscribers and the fact that the New 
Daily plays an education and financial literacy role, and confirming investors have no control over 
editorial policy. 
 
Labor MP Daniel Mulino then asked for confirmation that ISH not a super fund, and an exchange 
followed in which ISH confirmed that the ISH structure is typical of all holding companies and none 
are governed by the SIS Act, and that all ISH subsidiaries have made required legal disclosures and 
appeared before the committee.  
 
He also asked questions about retaining and attracting members to maintain scale and bring down 
costs, with ISH representatives explaining cost ratios and the role of The New Daily in this, as well 
as how back office savings are then fed through as returns to shareholders and ultimately to fund 
members. 
 
Liberal MP Celia Hammond asked questions confirming the ISH structure and whether ISH 
shareholders get a dividend, to which Lawrence Wong outlined the structure and responded that 
they paid a dividend in 2019, and that they had income from IFM and interest on cash holdings.  
 
Tim Wilson concluded by asking ISH to take on notice the amount they hold in cash and provide a 
percentage of value for each sub entity. 
 
Tim Wilson said that when they ask retail funds, they get the answers, and referred to the bonuses 
paid to IFM fund managers.   
 
Daniel Mulino made the point that many entities have similar structures and retail funds are not 
being asked these questions 
 

Mine Super  

In his opening statement, Harry Mitchell noted Mine shareholders included the CFMEU, the 
Minerals Council and the Queensland Resources Council. The fund manages $11 billion in assets 
for more than 59,000 members.  
 
In response to questions from Tim Wilson around the fund’s ESG strategy, The Committee heard 
that the fund considers ESG issues from a management and financial risk perspective, that it does 
not hold assets directly and that Mine Super engages with ACSI on ESG issues.   



 
As part of the selection and ongoing monitoring process, the fund seeks an understanding from fund 
managers on how they deal with ESG issues. ACSI is relied upon to provide independent advice (used 
for internal purposes), and this provides an additional source of information for the fund. 
 
Asked why the fund’s investment approach does not exclude fossil fuel investments, Mr Mitchell 
said this was a challenging issue, noting the fund was a custodian of retirement savings. He said 
Mine Super was not directly related to mining – the fund was a financial institution. The fund did 
not directly involve itself with industry.  
 
Mr Wilson further questioned whether an ESG policy that excluded mining and fossil fuel 
investments would be in the interest of the fund members. Mr Mitchell said super contributions 
received by employers were agnostic to investment decisions. He added that It would not be in the 
interest of Mine Super to see the demise of mine workers.  
 
Mr Wilson turned to issues around fund liquidity in response to COVID and whether the fund had 
any underlying liquidity issues during February, March and April of this year. The Committee heard 
that there were no significant liquidity issues though some members switched to cash.  
 
Questioned by Dr Leigh on the fund’s response to the early release measures, Mr Mitchell said the 
fund encourages members to speak to the fund for assistance if they are considering the early 
release measures.  
 
Questioned about life insurance, Mr Mitchell said the fund had bespoke insurance design and was 
one of only four funds providing insurance for high risk professions such as underground mining. 
Cost varied depending on a range of factors, but group insurance was a cheaper option than 
insurance outside super. Insurance costs were between $100-200 a month.  
 
Asked about job casualisation, Mr Mitchell advised that the fund was relatively sheltered from this 
issue but there had been lower contributions due to casualisation. The shift to labour hire firms had 
had similar outcomes.  
 
Questioned by Ms Hammond on how the fund selects its fund managers. Mr Mitchell said the fund 
had a rigorous process that included due diligence and research. Mr Collins added that the internal 
team sets the road map which is then provided to the internal research team to source the 
appropriate fund manager to fulfill the investment strategy. 
 
Asked whether the fund undertook an EOI/tender process and how often fund managers were 
changed.  Mr Collins said there was a shortlist process involving investment attributes, fee structure 
track record etc. and that last year the fund had changed several managers. 
 
Ms. Hammond questioned whether AUSCOAL took a fee from the fund. Mr Mitchell explained that 
there are two sets of fees – administration (servicing fee) and investment fees.  
 
In response to questions from Dr Mulino, the Committee heard the fund has 1 MySuper product 
which is in the ‘red category’ of APRA’s heatmap, though the fund expects better performance at 
the present time.  
 
Mr Mitchell noted that the average fund member is a 46-year-old male with a balance of $186,000 
which is relatively high compared to other funds. He added that most members are aged 35 – 55, 



very few members are under 25. Over 90% of members move from accumulation to pension 
products. Dr Mulino questioned the average retirement age of Mine Super members. Mr. Mitchell 
advised that retirement is around the 60-65 age mark.  
 
In response to questions from Mr Falinski on the amount of funding Mine Super provides to ISH 
and the process of choosing a fund manager like IFM, the Committee heard the fund did not 
provide any membership type fee to ISH, any payments would relate to investment costs.  
 
Responding to a question about how the fund dealt with loss making investments – specifically 
around investment holdings which include businesses such as ‘The New Daily’, Mr Collins 
explained that the ISH has delivered very good returns. The question was put on notice.  
 
Asked whether the fund relied on proxy advisers, the Committee heard the fund does not directly 
vote their proxies.  
 
Mr Mitchell took a question on notice about whether the proxy advisers vote in a manner that is 
inconsistent with the best interests of Mine Super members. 
 
Asked by Dr Aly about percentage of members who accessed their super early, the Committee 
heard that the fund’s financial hardship claims reduced by 90% since the introduction of the early 
release arrangements. 
 

Hostplus   

In his opening statement, Mr Elia provided an overview of Hostplus’ response to the COVID early 
release of super scheme. Mr Elia said it had been a very challenging year but that Hostplus’ 
strategic focus had not changed as they are long term investors. 
 
Mr Elia noted the fund had invested in two government-contracted medical providers currently 
working on a COVID vaccine. 
 
Tim Wilson began his questioning about whether Hostplus considered the ‘past performance’ of 
the investment executives it hires. Asked by David Elia to further explain the question, Tim Wilson 
reiterated his question: “was a judgement made on past performance.” David Elia noted that 
investment heads were appointed based on their expertise acquired from working in relevant 
fields and that these individuals had “substantive skill sets” in investment areas.   
 
Questioned on whether the fund had considered reducing remuneration given the circumstances 
of 2020,  Mr Elia said the fund was aligned with the Prime Minister’s comments about getting on 
with the job, but that the remuneration committee would be meeting soon where that issue 
would be discussed. 
 
Mr Wilson then asked about intrafund advice - whether advisors deduct fees from members’ 
accounts and whether members could use their super to pay for financial advice outside of their 
fund.  
 
Paul Watson responded that there were avenues for this to happen, but it was an option that very 
few members took. 
 



Andrew Leigh asked Mr Elia to comment on previous comments made by Jason Falinski about 
super being ‘broken’ because it had not reduced the number of people accessing the age pension. 
 
Mr Elia referenced Treasury data showing that super is taking pressure off the age pension, 
particularly with more people receiving part-pension rather than the full amount. Mr Elia was also 
questioned about the need to go to 12% SG rate, saying that funds will still be able to invest, but 
less than the economy currently needs. 
 
Questioned by Jason Falinski on proxy voting and proxy advisors, Mr Elia said Hostplus used ACSI 
for advice on Australian equities and Hermes EOS for global equities, but that they also polled fund 
managers on contentious issues before making a determination. 
 
Questioned about members’ appetite for financial advice before accessing their super under 
financial hardship, Paul Watson said that few had sought personal advice on the early release 
scheme. Mr Watson said most advice requests were for general advice on basic information 
regarding the early release scheme. 
 
Mr Elia answered further questions about the time taken between an employer submitting 
superannuation payments and when they appear in a members account, as well as how 
investment units are purchased and whether fractionalised units can be purchased. 
 

AMP  

In his opening statement, Mr De Ferrari apologised to the victims of recent sexual harassment 
incidents involving AMP, noting that the organisation had embarked on a “profound” 
transformation process to improve their organisational culture. 
 
Questioned on what practical improvements had been made, Mr De Ferrari said that AMP had 
implemented a board working group, a consequence management committee, and commissioned 
an external review of conduct in the workplace and invested in inclusive diversity. 
 
Tim Wilson noted that he and the committee had received communications from a number of 
current and former AMP financial planners regarding the breaking of contracts by AMP as well as 
the devaluing of client books. Mr Wilson queried whether AMP considered the difference between 
legal actions and doing what was morally right. 
 
Questions from Andrew Leigh then focused on the specific sexual harassment case involving 
Bo Pahari and whether the company regretted declaring that the claims against Mr Pahari were 
not substantiated, when it was later revealed that the claims were true.  
 
Dr Leigh also noted that AMP had communicated to its staff not to leak information to the media. 
Mr Ferrari stated that the communications were in relation to a tightening of AMP’s electronic 
communications policy and were in fact aimed at maintaining privacy for AMP confidential 
information. He also stated that AMP takes the whistleblowing laws very seriously. 
 
Dr Leigh then turned to a fee-for-no-service case where monies paid to former AMP members for 
remediation were placed into the AMP eligible rollover fund (ERF) that is accruing capital 
guaranteed returns of 1.25%, but also accruing fees that go back to AMP. 
 



Mr De Ferrari stated that AMP uses an ERF to remediate members when they are unable to 
contact a member. Dr Leigh estimated that AMP would be receiving at least $1 million in fees on 
the 25,000 accounts currently in its ERF because of remediation. Mr Ferrari couldn’t provide a fee 
amount, taking the question on notice.  
 
The committee then heard a letter from a former AMP financial planner who described the closed 
market in terms of AMP’s advice business and the impact of devaluing its client books. The former 
financial planner stated in the letter that ‘AMPs egregious actions had devalued my business by 
50% after I had put my whole life into it.’ 
 
Ms Hammond returned to cultural issues at AMP and implored Mr De Ferrari to contact all of the 
financial planners who had raised issues to discuss it with them. 
 
Anne Aly commented on statements from Mr De Ferrari about receiving positive responses in staff 
surveys, cautioning AMP about relying on in-house surveys where staff may not feel secure to 
speak openly about their experiences. 
 
Ms Aly further questioned Mr De Ferrari about external avenues for staff to raise issues and 
complaints and what training had been undertaken by contact officers and who provided that 
training.  AMP took this on notice.  
 
Responding to questions from Dr Mulino that AMP had too many MySuper products, Ms 
Bourguignon noted that AMP had scaled its MySuper options down to 6 tailored products, and one 
generic option. She said only one-third of its FUM was in the MySuper products, with two-thirds of 
FUM in Choice products.  

 

Cbus   

In his opening statement, CEO, Justin Arter noted the fund’s strong performance and highlighted 

issues specific to Cbus such as shortened working lives and issues with SG non-compliance. 40% of 

members are underpaid super. He reinforced that the legislated increases in the super guarantee 

is critical to improving retirement incomes and raised concerns about the long-term impact of the 

early release scheme on retirement outcomes.  

Asked by Tim Wilson about where Cbus’ art collection, worth $8 million, is housed and whether 

any art is in the Cbus offices, Mr Fok said it was all curated and housed at Latrobe regional art 

gallery. 

Noting that AustralianSuper has requested that the executive management of various financial 

institutions take a reduction in their remuneration, Tim Wilson asked if Cbus had reduced 

remuneration. 

Mr Arter said Cbus had examined the issue carefully both at the executive and the board. Taking 

into account that the fund was based in Victoria and was dealing with challenges around this and 

increased workloads, the fund had elected to not reduce people's pay. 



Mr Wilson then explored the issue of funding and support for ACTU member connect program, 

with Cbus noting it hadn’t provided any funding or support to the program. Asked whether other 

financial support has been provided to the ACTU, e.g marketing, Mr Arter outlined that Cbus has a 

range of partnerships with various employer groups and employee groups around. A cost benefit 

analysis is undertaken and the aim to is acquire new members for the fund and retain members. 

This maintains and increases scale, and largely, the more members one has, and the larger the 

assets under management, the cheaper one can buy services. These partnership arrangements are 

looked in that context, with strict criteria for assessment all these. They were noted in the Royal 

Commission and looked upon favorably when examined by the Commission. Question on notice to 

provide a list of all partnership arrangements. 

Mr Wilson then asked how long it took for money to be credited to a member’s account, with 

discussion around use of clearing houses and what happens to any monies that can’t be allocated.  

Cbus took this question on notice.  

Mr Wilson then raised questions about an article in money management which says “Major 

building industry fund Cbus has emailed building industry workers informing them that unless they 

specifically opt-out from doing so, then they will have been taken to have consented to the 

superannuation fund providing their details to union officials and delegates to pursue unpaid 

superannuation guarantee contributions.” 

Mr Arter was asked to clarify if this report was correct.  

Mr Arter explained that unpaid super among many Cbus members is massive issue. To that end, 

Cbus created an app with the ability, which complies with all the relevant privacy laws, to enable a 

member who thinks he or she has been underpaid to make an inquiry on site using that app.  

Mr Wilson then asked about people who have contacted Cbus about the early withdrawal of 

superannuation. What advice has Cbus provided to those in those workers and have they referred 

them to Incolink. Cbus took this question on notice.  

In response to a question from Dr Leigh, the Committee heard that the Royal Commission's final 

report did not make any adverse findings against Cbus.  

Asked about impact of SG increase not going ahead, Mr Arter said this would lead to a very 

adverse outcome for a typical Cbus member. Modelling suggests that that member would be at 

least $7,000 a year worse off.  

Mr Arter provided some data on Cbus members. A member cohort between 25 and 49 years of 

age, typically, when they retire, they have 56% of the retirement savings of the general 

population. If extended out to persons aged 65 years these members retired typically with one 

third of the average superannuation retirement balance, and that member is more than twice as 

likely to still have a mortgage compared to the general population. This also takes into account the 

fact that a lot of their members have to retire early due to injury.  

Asked about the impact if early release were extended, Mr Arter said some members had already 

drained their accounts and now are uninsured and due to their occupation are uninsurable and 

extension of the scheme could see more members in this position. 

Questioned by Mr Falinski about who manages their Australian Equity portfolios and how the fund 

selects them, Mr Fok confirmed they have a number of managers, including IFM while some is also 

https://www.moneymanagement.com.au/news/superannuation/new-cbus-opt-out-regime-raises-eyebrows


done in house. There is a rigorous selection process and internal managers must compete with 

external. Brought some inhouse to reduce cost of management which means better returns to 

members.  

Asked whether Cbus uses proxy advisors and how they are paid, the Committee heard Cbus gets 

input from ACSI and Ownership Matters but make its own decisions in relation to voting on 

Australian Companies. Use Hermes for overseas holdings. Question on Notice as to how Cbus pays 

ACSI and Ownership Matters. 

Asked by Dr Mulino to comment on remuneration in commercial fund managers, Mr Arter 

confirmed it was highly profitable businesses with high remuneration, higher than in the industry 

fund sector. 

Discussion about Cbus’ good performance on ARPA heatmap.   

Ms Hammond asked about commercial fund managers and which ones Cbus use. Also, whether 

ISPT and IFM are commercial fund managers. 

Mr Fok noted IFM had been set up to make a profit but the fund had negotiated very attractive fee 

arrangements. 

Discussion about structure of IFM and ISPT and how much is managed by them, Cbus internal and 

other commercial fund managers. 

Responding to a question by Ms Hammond as to whether fund managers are subject to sole 

purpose test, the Committee heard they were not, but Cbus was.   

Hammond then asked if fund managers do things which are not in line with the sole purpose, who 

got the blame.  

Mr Arter said it was Cbus’ job to look after the sole purpose that is members’ best interests and it 

did that its manager selection. The job of fund managers was to manage the assets on Cbus’ behalf 

under the scrutiny and the supervision of Mr Fok and his team. ASIC would be responsible for 

managing any misconduct in a fund manager.  

 

 

  

 

   

 


